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NGB Distribution Center to
complete second development
phase this year
Confident in the potential of the local industrial and logistics market, N.G.B. Construction & Management,
a private and fast growing investment group set up in 1995, is completing this year the second development phase of its 50,000 sqm NGB Distribution Center in Bragadiru, located only 9km away from
Bucharest’s city center.

Technical
Specifications:

Facts & Figures:
l Land surface: 150,000 sqm

l Building type: concrete and
steel
structure
with
sandwich panels / metal
sheets
l Clear height: 8m-12m
l Drive in gates: up to 12
(sectional automatic doors
"HORMMAN")
l Loading Docks: at tenant
request
l Fire protection: hydrants /
smoke detectors / fire
alarm / smoke vents
l Electricity
(600KVA),
Heating (Gas)(offices /
optional at W/H)
l Sky lights
l Treatment tanks for waste
waters, well for water
l Perimeter fencing

l Built area: 50,000 sqm
l Flexibile design
l Possible future extension
l Ring road direct access

NGB Distribution Center is being
developed in three phases. Phase
One, consisting of warehouse D1,
has already been built. Phase Two
consists of warehouses D2, D3 and
D4 and Phase Three will offer builtto-suit solutions.
The existing premises offers
flexible and efficient logistic and industrial facilities built according to
the modern technical specification

The location assures an extensive number of suppliers and a high
availability of quality workforce.

Project History
In 2009, NGB decided to re-invest in the Romanian market by developing the industrial properties
the group owns. The group decided
to invest in its property in Bragadiru- known as the NGB Distribution Center. In 2011, Phase 1- an
area of 6,100 square meters was
completed and immediately rented
out. This demonstrated that the
property’s position had value and a
positive future.

Project Summary
The NGB Distribution Center is
currently positioned on a 15ha industrial property privately owned by
the group and will consist of a total
built area of 50,000sqm. NGB is
looking to develop and complete

About the developer
Phase 2 of the NGB Distribution center,
through the construction of its’ fourth
warehouse D4. In 2011, N.G.B had
successfully completed building
Phase 1 (6,100sqm) through the construction of its’ first warehouse D1,
and upon completion rented the entire
space to a multi-national at the market price. The current project undertaken by NGB consists in developing
and renting out Phase 2, 18,000sqm
of warehouse space to the market, of
which 3,000sqm (warehouse D2) has
been already built and completed in
March 2015, and another 3,000sqm
(warehouse D3) will begin construction in April 2015 with an estimated
completion date of September 2015.

These previous projects have been
built entirely by NGB without any
banking facilities. The final warehouse
space to be built, namely D4, covers
an area of 12,000sqm.

Project Location
Located in the southwest part of
Bucharest, NGB Distribution Center is
ideally positioned within Bragadiru area,
along the Ring Road of the city, at only
9km from the city center.
It has a strategic position and offers
good visibility and easy access to the city.
The project is interesting for a wide
range of companies, from light industrial
and distribution companies, to service
providers.

N.G.B. Construction & Management is a private and fast growing
investment group whose primary
focus consists of aggregates and
concrete operations, real estate,
and energy in Eastern Europe.
The company’s highly trained operational experts bring in-depth
market and industry knowledge,
consistently high standards as well
as flexible and key distribution
methods in order to provide proven
and superior results to our projects.
For this reason, N.G.B. Construction & Management has become a trust-worthy name in the
region for over 30 years. The Group
is based in Bucharest, Romania
since 1995.

